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South Africa - Weather
A good mix of rain and sunshine is slated for Western Cape through the middle of next week. The
rain will help bolster soil moisture in most winter wheat areas. The environment will remain
favorable for aggressive growth.
Free State and Northern Cape’s winter wheat areas will remain drier biased through the middle of
next week. Irrigated crops will still see a mostly good environment for growth despite the lack of
rain. Dryland wheat will otherwise continue to develop unevenly or poorly. • Western Cape and
western Northern Cape into portions of Eastern Cape and Natal will see a mix of rain and sunshine
rain will evolve Sunday into Tuesday

Northern Cape will be lost to evaporation • The remaining portions of South Africa will remain
mostly dry during the coming week o Southern Northern Cape into southern Free State and
Mpumalanga may receive light rain, though resulting rainfall will be lost to evaporation
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United States of America - Weather
U.S. MIDWEST: • Two more weeks of favorable conditions for crops will occur in much of the
Midwest as regular rounds of rain and a lack of excessive heat are expected while
the driest areas in the northwest should see some improvements in yield potentials as crops there
will benefit from cooler temperatures and a few rounds of rain.
o Permanent losses have already occurred in some of the drier areas in the northwest and a full
restoration of yield potentials is not possible, but the better weather conditions expected during the
next two weeks should allow for a boost in yields in many areas.
U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: The two-week outlook for the Delta and the Southeast has not changed
much since late last week and periods of rain and sunshine will continue with many areas likely to
dry down overall. Favorable soil moisture in place today and occasional rounds of rain in most areas
should keep conditions for crop development favorable in most areas. Tropical Storm Elsa is
expected to make landfall Wednesday on the northwestern Florida Panhandle as a strong tropical
storm or weak hurricane with maximum sustained winds near 70 mph.
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South America - Weather
BRAZIL: Dry weather will be most common through the next two weeks in Brazil and Paraguay and
fieldwork should advance well.
o A few light showers will occur on occasion in coastal areas of the south while occasional rounds of
showers occur from eastern Bahia to Espirito Santo.
ARGENTINA: • Dry weather is still expected to be most common through the next two weeks and
good harvest progress should continue with an increase in showers starting Tuesday and continuing
into Sunday July 11.
o Some of the driest areas in western Argentina will receive at least some rain, but much of the rain
will be light and wheat in Cordoba will likely be left in need of much more rain to induce meaningful
increases in soil moisture.
most areas will receive up to 0.50” of rain and locally more with a band of greater rain from a part of
northwestern to south-central Buenos Aires.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather
EUROPE: Not much has changed in the overall outlook from late last week and rounds of precipitation will maintain moist to wet conditions over much of the U.K. and France through northern Italy, Germany and
Scandinavia into Poland, Slovakia, Hungary and Romania during the coming ten days to two weeks. Showers will be scattered in the Balkan Nations, but any moisture will be welcome and beneficial this week.
AUSTRALIA: Improvements will occur in Western Australia this week and some scattered showers will occur in New South Wales Thursday and Friday. With that said, much greater rainfall will still be needed from
interior South Australia and northwestern Victoria through western New South Wales into southern Queensland to bolster soil moisture conditions and provide a better environment for crops.
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